ABSTRACT
We explore how different components of an Automatic Short Answer Grading (ASAG) model affect the model’s ability to generalize to questions outside of those used for training. For supervised automatic grading models, human ratings are primarily used as ground truth labels. Producing such ratings can be resource heavy, as subject matter experts spend vast amounts of time carefully rating a sample of responses. Further, it is often the case that multiple raters must come to a consensus before a final ground-truth rating is established. If ASAG models were developed that could generalize to out-of-sample questions, educators may be able to quickly add new questions to an auto-graded assessment without a continued manual rating process. For this project we explore various methods for producing vector representations of student responses including state-of-the-art representation methods such as Sentence-BERT as well as more traditional approaches including Word2Vec and Bag-of-words. We experiment with including previously untapped question-related information within the model input, such as the question text, question context text, scoring rubric information and a question-bundle identifier. The out-of-sample generalizability of the model is examined with both a leave-one-question-out and leave-one-bundle-out evaluation method and compared against a typical student-level cross validation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic Short Answer Grading (ASAG) is an emerging field of research, as the education community has started to embrace the use of technology to assist students and education professionals. It has been shown that the use of open-ended (OE) questions helps facilitate learning [7], but educators are often deterred from their use because grading requires much more time than that for multiple choice [12]. In addition, human ratings may contain bias and vary in consistency, as rating choices are often subjective [28]. ASAG systems may be an important tool for educators, allowing more frequent use of OE questions, and more objective ratings for both formative and summative assessments.

A key challenge with supervised automatic grading models is gathering a large enough sample of labelled data for training. While some labeling tasks for supervised learning may be straightforward such as identifying an image as either a dog or a cat, others such as rating student responses require careful consideration. In high-stakes assessment scenarios, two or more ratings by different experts are often necessary to form a reliable consensus rating. Thus, obtaining labelled data to train an ASAG system can be arduous. It follows that quickly introducing new questions to an existing system may not be feasible if a data collection as well as the meticulous rating of new responses is necessary. Further, a new model would have to be trained and tuned with the newly collected responses. If we create more generalizable ASAG models, educators may have the flexibility to add new questions to an existing assessment with very little effort, thus increasing the practical use of the ASAG system.

We hypothesize that the inclusion of extra question related information within the model input may improve both the classification performance, and the generalizability of the model. For the purposes of this project, we formally define the generalizability of an ASAG model as the capacity to classify responses from out-of-training-sample questions.

This research contributes to the field of automatic grading in three related ways. We focus on classification performance and generalizability of the supervised grading model in terms of 1) the textual representation type, 2) the content of the input and 3) the classification model. We compare three different representation types, including those of state-of-the-art models: Sentence-BERT, Word2Vec, and Bag of Words. In terms of input content, we experiment with including previously untapped resources relating to the questions in the model input. Such resources include a question-bundle identifier, the question stem text, question context text, and rubric information. Extra input content is vectorized (if the source is textual) and concatenated to the response vectors...
to be used as input to the classification model. Finally, we compare a non-neural model (a multinomial logistic regression) and a simple neural (a three layer feed forward network) model.

In order to examine the generalizability of the model for each experiment, we use a leave-one-question-out evaluation procedure where we train the model on N-1 questions, and use the one left-out question data as our test set. Thus, during training, the model has not yet seen responses from the question for which we use solely to evaluate the model. We go one step further in testing the generalizability of the model with a leave-one-bundle-out evaluation procedure where we train the model on M-1 question bundles (groupings of questions that are related in context), and use the questions for the left-out bundle as the test set. We conceptualize the leave-one-bundle-out method as a more extreme test of the model’s ability to classify out of sample questions because even questions that are related in context have not been seen by the model during training. Additionally, we compare results of our experiments against and a typical student level cross validation. Results from a majority class classifier are included as well for a baseline comparison.

2. RELATED WORK
This section outlines notable work relating to ASAG and the more general use of NLP for education. For this project, we build on the previous literature by considering lessons learned in preceding research, and employing novel approaches that, to our knowledge, have not yet been explored.

2.1 ASAG work
A systematic review of trends in ASAG [3] illustrates an increasing interest in the field of automatic grading for education. Unsupervised methods have been explored such as concept mapping, semantic similarity, and clustering to assign ratings. For example, Mohler and Mihalcea [19] compared knowledge based and corpus based semantic similarity measures for automatic grading, Klein et al. [14] implemented a latent semantic analysis approach, and Basu et al. [2] used clustering to provide rich feedback to groups of similar responses. In addition, many types of supervised classification methods have been utilized for ASAG. Noteable examples include Hou and Tsao [13] who incorporated POS tags and term frequency with a Support Vector Machine classifier, and Madnani et al. [16] who made use of simple features such as a count of commonly used words and length of response with a logistic regression classifier.

More recent ASAG research exploits deep learning methods. Noteable work includes Zhang et al. [31] who used a combination of feature engineering and deep belief networks, Liu et al. [15] who employed multi-way attention networks, and Yang et al. [30] who considered a deep autoencoder model specific to Chinese responses. Additionally, Qi et al. [21] created a hierarchical word-sentence model with a CNN and Bi-LSTM model and Tan et al. [25] explored the use of a graph convolutional network (GCN) to encode a graph of all student responses.

Further, much of the newest ASAG work makes use of state-of-the-art transformer based models, including Gaddipati et al. [11] who evaluated four different types of response embeddings, ELMo, GPT, BERT, and GPT-2 for their performance on an ASAG task, Camus and Filighera [4] who compared the performance of transformer models for ASAG in terms of the size of the transformer and the ability to generalize to other languages, and Sung et al. [24][23] who examined the effectiveness of pre-training BERT, including further pre-training the model on relevant domain texts.

2.2 NLP for Education
Literature addressing the general application of natural language processing (NLP) for various uses in field of education has grown quickly in recent years as well. For example, Fonseca et al. [10] used NLP to automatically classify the programming assignments for students within given academic context, Thaker et al. [26] incorporated textual similarity techniques to recommend remedial readings to students, and Arthurs and Alvero [1] examined bias in word representations for college admissions essays. Additionally, Xiao et al. [29] employed NLP and transfer learning methods for problem detection in peer assessments, Venant and d’Aquin [27] utilized a concept graph to predict semantic complexity of short essays by written by English language learners, and Chen et al. [6] leveraged a variety of textual analysis methods to predict student satisfaction in the context of online tutorial dialogues.

We build on the previous literature by incorporating state-of-the-art representation methods such as Sentence-BERT and a neural classification model. The novel contribution of this project includes both our focus on the generalizability of the model to out-of-training-sample questions, as well as the leveraging of previously untapped, question related information as input to the model.

3. DATA SET
The data we will use for this project was sourced from a 2019 field test of a Critical Reasoning for College Readiness (CR4CR) assessment [17] created at the Berkeley Evaluation and Assessment Research (BEAR) center. The data consists of 5,550 student responses from 558 distinct students to 33 different items. The field test included other items that were multiple choice, but these questions were filtered out of the data for our use. The mean number of responses per question is 179 with the minimum being 128 and the maximum being 313. Most of the items belong to an item bundle - a grouping of items that are related in context and/or share a common question context. Additionally, the items were administered in four different test forms, where some items were included in multiple forms. The items all relate to four constructs about student understanding of algebra.

An example of one of the items, labelled ‘Crude Oil 4ab’ is included in Figure 1. For this item, students are presented with two images relating to oil production - one being a line graph and the other, a table. With the given context, students are presented with a choice between the graph or the table for which would be better to represent the historical patterns, or change over time of the oil production. The correct answer for this question is the graph, and students are expected to provide reasons why this is the right choice.

An example of a student response to the Crude Oil 4ab question (shown in Figure 1) rated at the highest (most correct)
score category is shown: “the graph easily displays patterns over time whereas the table and equations require more analyzing.” In contrast, a student response to the same question rated at the lowest (most incorrect) category is shown: “the table is more clear, the information is seen in the table.”

Responses were rated from 0 (fully incorrect) to 4 (fully correct) by multiple researchers and subject-matter experts at the BEAR center. The quality and consistency of ratings were evaluated by an inter-rater reliability score, and when a high percentage of rating mismatches between raters existed, incongruous ratings were discussed until a consensus was reached by the raters.

4. METHODS

In this section, we briefly introduce the representation methods and model classes that we include in our experiments. Additionally, we describe the question-related information, beyond that of the responses, that are used as inputs to the model. Further, we outline our experiments in detail including methods for evaluation and comparison.

4.1 Input Representations

We chose to include three distinct, yet commonly used, representation types in our experiments: A count-based method that elicits the distinct vocabulary of our data (Bag of Words), a simple neural method that utilizes pre-trained word vectors (Word2Vec), and a state-of-the-art, contextual neural method (Sentence-BERT). A short description of each representation type is included.

4.1.1 Sentence-BERT

Sentence-BERT (SBERT) is a modification of the BERT network that utilizes siamese and triplet network structures to create semantically meaningful sentence embeddings [22]. SBERT fine-tunes the BERT network on a combination of the SNLI dataset and the Multi-Genre NLI datasets, totaling about 1 million sentence pairs. Although sentence embeddings can be derived from the original BERT model using methods such as averaging the BERT output layers or using the [CLS] token embedding, it has been shown that such methods yield poor sentence embeddings [20]. In comparison, SBERT sentence embeddings outperformed other state-of-the-art methods such as InferSent [8] and Universal Sentence Encoder [5] on the SentEval [8] benchmark, which gives an idea of the quality of sentence embeddings for various tasks such.

4.1.2 Word2Vec

Word2Vec (W2V) is a neural model that creates vector representations of words that have been shown to be semantically meaningful and useful in different NLP tasks [22]. We use an extension of the previously introduced Skip-gram model [18] that incorporates sub-sampling of frequent words during training in order to speed up training, and improves accuracy of representations of less frequent words. For this project, we use the Google News corpus of pre-trained word embeddings. Vectors of size 300 are created for each word, and in order to construct response embeddings from the individual word vectors, we employ a simple but popular method: averaging the vectors of all words in the response.

4.1.3 Bag-of-words

The bag-of-words (BOW) model represents a document as a vector, or “bag,” of length equal to the number of unique words in the entire corpus and values of the vector equal to the frequency with which its corresponding word occurred in the document. In our application, the bags are student short answers and additional question information.

4.2 Input Content

In an item design context, there are various untapped sources of information relating to a particular question that may be useful to include as input to a classification model. We explore the use of four different sources of information, outside that of the response itself. A brief description of the such sources are included below.

4.2.1 Question Text

The question text consists of the direct question stem. As in the example item provided in Figure X, the question text would be: “Briefly explain your answer choice in [a].”

4.2.2 Question context

The question context includes any textual information beyond that of the question stem that is related to the question, and might be useful for the respondent to produce a response. In the question example in Figure 2, the question context would include: “The following graph and table show annual crude oil production in million tonnes of oil equivalent (mtoe) from 1960 to 2014. For a group project, you and your classmates have to present the overall historical patterns of annual oil production as a poster. Due to limited space, only one of the following representations can be included in the poster: a table, a graph, or a set of equations. Which representation should you use?”

4.2.3 Rubric Text

We note that not all of the included items have question context text beyond that of the question stem itself. For such items, it was not possible to include question context as part of the input.
of the feature space to a label (regression) and a non-linear classification methods representing a linear transformation of similar questions.

As part of the assessment cycle as previously mentioned, an important step in a measurement process is defining the outcome space for each item through a scoring guide, which is essentially a rubric. The scoring guide includes a detailed description of the reasons for which a response would be rated at a certain score, and is used as a guide for human raters. In addition, the scoring guide often includes example responses for each rating level. An example of a scoring guide for the 'Crude Oil 4ab' item in Figure 1 is included shown in Figure 2. When the rubric text is included in the input text, we include both the level descriptions as well as the example response(s).

### 4.2.4 Bundle Identifier

As described above in the data section, most of the questions belong to a bundle of questions - those that are linked based on a similar image, or context text. As a question bundle identifier, we concatenate a one-hot vector to the input vectors. Although items within the same bundle will often share the same context text, we include the one-hot bundle identifier within our extra input text experiments so that we can infer whether the model makes use of semantics within the context text, or rather just a general indication of similar questions.

### 4.3 Classification Models

We compare a multinomial logistic regression model with a simple neural network classification model. We chose these classification methods representing a linear transformation of the feature space to a label (regression) and a non-linear transformation (neural network). A brief overview of each model is included.

Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is a classification model that predicts probabilities of different outcomes for a categorical dependent variable. In order to generalize to a K-class setting, the model runs K-1 independent binary logistic regression models where one outcome is chosen as a “pivot” and other K-1 outcomes are separately regressed against the pivot outcome. We use the Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon (LBFGS) algorithm for optimization [9], and incorporate L2 regularization.

Additionally, we use a simple feed forward neural network on a categorical cross entropy loss function with 2 hidden layers of size 100, using rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions for both hidden layers. We include dropout of 0.4 and utilize Adam optimization. We train the model for 16 epochs and use a batch size of 36.

### 4.4 Evaluation and Model Comparison

In this section, we enumerate our experiments and the evaluation methods chosen for comparison.

#### 4.4.1 Experiments

As input to our model, we experiment with 8 different combinations of content to vectorize and concatenate to the response vectors before training our classification models:

1) response
2) question + response
3) question context + response
4) scoring rubric + response
5) bundle one-hot + response
6) question + scoring rubric + response
7) bundle one-hot + question + scoring rubric + response
8) bundle one-hot + question + question context + scoring rubric + response

For each of the 8 combinations listed above, we create three different vector representations with the aforementioned methods: 1) Sentence-BERT, 2) Word2Vec, and 3) Bag-of-words, resulting in 24 distinct input types. We fit a classification model for each of the input types, for both of our classification models. Thus, we compare 48 separate versions of an ASAG model with three types of evaluation.

#### 4.4.2 Leave-one-question/bundle-out Evaluation

In order to assess the generalizability of the ASAG model to out-of-training-sample questions for each of the 48 experiments, we average the results of N (where N is the number of questions) independent models. For each of the N models, we train the classifier on data from N-1 questions, and test on data exclusive to the left-out-of-training question. In the case of the leave-one-question-out results, it is important to note that although the model has not seen data specific to the left-out question, it has seen questions that are part of the same question bundle and are therefore related.

To expand our evaluation of generalizability further, we include a leave-one-bundle-out metric for each experiment. For such, we average the results from M (where M is the number of bundles) independent models where we train the classifier on data from M-1 bundles, and test on data exclusive to the left-out-of-training questions which belong to a single bundle. So, these results give us an idea of whether the model can successfully rate responses from questions that have not been used for training, and when the model has not seen questions related by context during training.

#### 4.4.3 Evaluation Metrics

We report our results in both multilabel accuracy, and weighted F1 score because multilabel accuracy is both widely used and easy to interpret, and the weighted F1 score captures both the precision and recall and accounts for class imbalance.

Multilabel accuracy represents the degree to which our model classifications agree with the ground truth labels (for this
5. RESULTS

Results of our experiments are detailed in Table 1, reported in multilabel accuracy. For column and row averages, the weighted F1 score is presented as well. In the left-most half of the table, an x is present for a given row if the information type, indicated by the column header, is included in the model input. For example, results in the first row represent an input of only the response text and results in the second row represent an input of both the Bundle ID and the response. Additionally, the top half of the table results are those from the multinomial logistic regression classifier, and the bottom half of the table results are those for the neural network classifier (as indicated by the leftmost column). For each of our evaluation methods, random holdout, question holdout, and bundle holdout, we present results for the three textual representation methods: SBERT, W2V, and BOW.

In terms of the general performance of our classification models, we consider the random holdout evaluation method. Overall, SBERT representations performed best when averaging across the classification methods and input combinations, followed by the BOW representations (accuracy of 0.621 for SBERT compared to 0.575 and 0.605 for W2V and BOW, respectively). Additionally, the neural network achieves higher accuracy than the logistic regression in general. Both SBERT and BOW perform notably well when the input includes the question text, or the question content.

To assess the generalizability to grading answers to questions unseen in the training set, we focus on the question holdout and bundle holdout results. Across the board, we see much lower accuracy for the question and bundle holdout experiments than that of the random holdout, with the bundle holdout being the lowest. This is in line with what one might expect because for the question holdout, the model has not yet seen responses for the particular question in the test set and for the bundle holdout, the model has not seen questions even related to the test set question.

Similar to the random holdout experiments, we see the same overall pattern for the question and bundle holdout experiments: SBERT is generally superior, followed by BOW and W2V, respectively. One notable difference for the question holdout experiments compared to those of the random holdout is that we see increased performance when we include multiple extra sources of information. For example, with SBERT and bundle holdout, we achieve 0.365 accuracy with the neural network classifier when we include the rubric text, question text, and bundle ID. We might explain this result as, when the model is lacking previous information about the test question from training, extra input information might provide guidance for the model.

For the question and bundle holdout experiments, the addition of the rubric text improves performances particularly well with the use of BOW representations, for both the logistic regression and neural network classifiers. With SBERT, the addition of the question text seemed to help the generalizability of the model as well. Interestingly, we do not see the same pattern between the classification models for the question and bundle holdout methods: where the neural net was clearly superior in the random holdout experiments, results are more similar between the logistic regression and neural network for the bundle and question holdout experiments.

We see from the row averages in the right most columns of the table that across all experiments and text representation types, the response and question text, as well as the response and context text achieve the highest evaluation scores. Additionally, the column averages further confirm that the SBERT representations perform best.

Further, we include results from a majority class classifier on the top row for a baseline comparison. We emphasize that, across all random holdout experiments, the classification models outperform the majority class classifier significantly. However, this is not the case for the question holdout and bundle holdout experiments. For the question holdout experiments, many of the SBERT experiments out-
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performed the majority class classifier, but on average, the W2V and BOW experiments performed a bit worse than majority class. For the bundle holdout experiments, on average, SBERT performs slightly better than majority class, but the W2V and BOW experiments do not.

Further interpretations can be made from Figure 4, which includes two dimensional, t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (TSNE) reduced vector representations. The center image includes SBERT embeddings of only the response text and the colors represent the ground truth ratings. From the top left and right images, as well as the bottom left image we can see very distinct question clusters with the inclusion of question text. However, from the bottom right image, we can visualize question specific clusters, but they are not as distinct as the representations that include the question text.

Thus, we conclude that in terms of question holdout, the model can generalize to out-of-sample questions with only slight improvement over majority class, with a state-of-the-art representation method like SBERT. Certain extra pieces of input information aid our models more than others like question text and the best performing models use the neural network classifier.

As is evident in our literature review, there has been increased adoption of state-of-the-art textual representation methods such as SBERT, and transformer-based models such as BERT and XLNet, within the field of NLP in Education. Our results support that such models may achieve superior performance for certain tasks.

To build on this work further, we could consider other methods, beyond that of concatenation to the input text, to include the extra question information in our model. We could further pre-train a transformer-based model such as BERT or XLNet with the extra textual information by either tuning the existing weights or altering the existing architecture with an extra encoder layer of weights trained on our text alone. Moreover, we may focus more closely on how the classification model itself might be altered such that it might better generalize to out-of-training-sample questions, instead of only focusing on the input content.

We believe that beyond model performance, the practical utility of an ASAG system must be considered in order for educators to continue to adopt new technologies that employ advanced methods in artificial intelligence. Recent years have seen vast improvements in the field of machine learning and language processing. Embracing such technologies for applications in education may be pivotal to provide the assistance that both educators and learners need. However, we do not suggest that machine learning systems such as ASAG should be used to replace human judgements in education, especially in high stakes testing scenarios. We emphasize the ASAG systems should be used to support educators, not replace them. This project represents a continued effort to explore the ways in which we can make use of new technologies to improve learning.

6. DISCUSSION

Although our results are not promising for the generalizability of autograding models to unseen questions, we emphasize the importance of finding more generalizable models to decrease time spent on the laborious task of creating ground-truth human ratings. Our intention is that this work will influence researchers to consider further innovative methods to increase the generalizability of ASAG models. Further, because we did find that including certain question-related text may improve model performance, it may be of use to the ASAG research community to continue to explore how extra sources of information about a question may be incorporated into an ASAG system.

As is evident in our literature review, there has been increased adoption of state-of-the-art textual representation methods such as SBERT, and transformer-based models such as BERT and XLNet, within the field of NLP in Education. Our results support that such models may achieve superior performance for certain tasks.

To build on this work further, we could consider other methods, beyond that of concatenation to the input text, to include the extra question information in our model. We could further pre-train a transformer-based model such as BERT or XLNet with the extra textual information by either tuning the existing weights or altering the existing architecture with an extra encoder layer of weights trained on our text alone. Moreover, we may focus more closely on how the classification model itself might be altered such that it might better generalize to out-of-training-sample questions, instead of only focusing on the input content.

We believe that beyond model performance, the practical utility of an ASAG system must be considered in order for educators to continue to adopt new technologies that employ advanced methods in artificial intelligence. Recent years have seen vast improvements in the field of machine learning and language processing. Embracing such technologies for applications in education may be pivotal to provide the assistance that both educators and learners need. However, we do not suggest that machine learning systems such as ASAG should be used to replace human judgements in education, especially in high stakes testing scenarios. We emphasize the ASAG systems should be used to support educators, not replace them. This project represents a continued effort to explore the ways in which we can make use of new technologies to improve learning.
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